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TO OUR FRIENDS
Dear friends,
Another year has passed, and we are proud to present the Annual Report
for 2019.
First of all, we would like to thank all those who supported us in 2019.
None of what we achieved last year would have happened without your
support and devotion to us as an organization. Thank you for your trust,
support and encouragement.
Joy, sadness, laughter and tears - 2019 was a challenging but also a joyful
and successful year at the same time. Although we faced several robberies
and attacks, the happiness in the children's eyes we were able to help this
year was beyond every sadness and fear we faced.
Rescue, raise and rehabilitate in a loving family environment for street
children, children who are abandoned or abused - this is the vision on
which our Children's Home was based. Therefore, as part of the activities
of our organization, in addition to the Children's Home, in 2019 we setup
an emergency program in which children are temporarily placed in our
care. We meanwhile work to rescue, rehabilitate and settle in loving
families or raise them in our Children's Home and live with us like a family.
The establishment of the emergency center had a good response not only
in our community but also in the whole region. The regional authority is
currently working closely with us to save as many children as possible,
helping us fulfil our vision.
Our primary school was also in 2019 one of the schools with the best
results in the district. It is a testimony to the excellent work of our teachers
and the whole school team and the efforts of the children, who, when
given their chance, try to make the most of it as best they can. This is
evidenced not only by their academic but also their sports results. This year
we also took part in national athletics competitions. We finished in
excellent second place in ball games. Some of our students qualified up to
the regional level.
In 2019, we completed the second phase of constructing a wall around our
land to ensure better protection for children and equipment and land. The
construction was again one of the activities we focused on. In addition to
the wall, we completed the construction of the fourth school building. We
thus expanded the capacity of our primary school. As part of improving
the quality of the school, we also completed construction of a large-scale
football and volleyball pitch.
The year 2019 was also crucial for our operations in Myanmar. After
careful consideration, we decided to end the Virtual Adoption program in
Myanmar. We are grateful for the understanding of the sponsors who
supported the children in Myanmar and for their willingness and
confidence to continue to support the activities of our foundation.
2020 is a year in which we will do everything in our power again. With
your support, we will work with even greater enthusiasm.
Viera & Hannes
On behalf of the Good Future and Hope team
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OUR MISSION, VISION
AND PRINCIPLES
VISION
We chose to create a world where giving precedes receiving. A world
where each child, irrespective of social-predispositions, is liable to a good
future and hope. We believe in good future and hope as an unconditional
promise for each child.

MISSION
Our eyes are open to those children who get overlooked. We liaise with the
local communities to ensure that each one of them has access to education,
basic medical care, nutritious food and home. We strive to create an
environment where love is not a prize to be won but a free gift to embrace.
We believe in raising a new generation that will positively change their
communities and nations.

TRANSPARENCY
We all take personal responsibility for financial gifts and other resources
entrusted to us. We ensure that they are used efficiently and contribute to
the fulfillment of our vision. Our local partners are loyal. External
accounting and auditing firms provide their services to GFaH in Slovakia,
Uganda, Germany and Myanmar. We regularly issue reports on the
activities of the foundation. Our activities have an unequivocal purpose - the
children in need, especially the orphaned and street children. What we do
is an investment in their future and hope for a better life.
DIRECT INFLUENCE

OUR TEAM
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

GLOBAL TEAM

GERMAN TEAM

UGANDAN TEAM

HANNES LIEBE

VIERA LIEBE

CAROLINE LIEBE-ESMI

ANNAMARIA KISSOVÁ

MUDr. MAREK KRAJČÍ

BARBORA VACKOVÁ

SUSI LIEBE-PENDLETON

KATARÍNA MÁRKUSOVÁ

ING. PETER ČUŘÍK

NATAŠA LAUROVIČ

ELSBETH LIEBE

ŠARLOTA SCHULTZOVÁ

NORAH KOBUSINGE

NORAH KOBUSINGE
SIMON EDWEU
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Our projects solve specific problems and fulfill needs such as daily food,
nutrition, healthcare and education. The support is connected to and
focused on specific children included in our programs. We proceed step by
step. We focus on areas where we are sure that we will see positive benefits
for the children. We do not lose sight of our goals; everything we do must
contribute to the fulfillment of our vision. We set goals and implement the
appropriate measures on site in order to be able to review and measure the
progress.
SUPPORT OF LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
Through our activities, we support the development of the local economy.
Therefore, we buy all the material, food and necessities in the local markets
or from the local manufacturer if possible. We employ local people to work
in the children homes, school and on the construction site. We aim to
support the local communities, start self-sustaining projects and help
children to become independent. In this way, we want to avoid the longterm dependence on the sponsors from abroad.
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CHILDREN’S HOME
• GFaH in 2019 helped 84 children in different programs. 26 of them is
currently living in Childrenʼs Home (including children of foster mothers), 24
of them was supported through educational program (in the past they have
been part of Childrenʼs Home, however we managed to resettled them with
their extended families) and 20 of them had been places and supported
though our emergency center (3 cases had been abused in child labor, 7
cases had been street children, 5 cases had been misplaced children, 1 case
physical and 4 cases sexual abuse).
• Our Childrenʼs Home was set based on our vision for street, abused, or
abandoned children to be rescued, raised, and live in a loving family
environment. This year we have put even more focus on expanding our
activities as we already have all documents and approvals needed to pursue
our vision. Therefore, as a part of our ministry alongside our Childrenʼs
Home, we have set up an emergency center where children are temporarily
placed into our care and meanwhile we work to rescue, rehabilitate (normal
mindset, counseling, training, normal family lifestyle to be able to live in the
society), resettle – we find a family through tracing or adoption families or
we raise them in our Childrenʼs Home and they live with us as a family.
• We got care orders for 9 children and resettled 10 children with their
relatives and continue to support them in our Education program.
• 4 of our children have successfully completed primary school and have been
admitted to high school. 3 children have successfully completed high school
and will continue their vocational training.
• As in previous years, during 2019, we worked closely with the Ugandan
Government and police authorities to investigate each child's background in
our care, looking for family roots, close or distant relatives. Even more so
ever since we started our emergency center program.
• We have set up a new garden project in Childrenʼs Home, which not only
serves for additional food provision for the Childrenʼs Home but serves for
educational purposes for children to learn the basics of farming. Our family
of cows is expanding as well. We had two new members born in 2019, male
and female calves. Our children have fresh milk every day.
• We hired 1 new social worker and 2 new foster mothers.
• Our focus for children will be always their welfare and health, therefore we
did medical checkups for all our children in Childrenʼs Home as well as
vaccinations for Measles and Rubella.
• One of our children underwent leg surgery and recovered well.
• In 2019 we organized another annual trip for our children – this time to the
Cinema in the capital city Kampala.
• We pass serval inspection by the Probation and Welfare officer as well as
Health Officer to make sure we comply with all rules and regulations of
approved Childrenʼs Home.
• As in previous years, we have successfully audited not only our financial
accounts, but we have also undergone a general audit of the whole local
organization, which was done by a certified audit company.
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NURSERY & PRIMARY SCHOOL
• At the end of the year 2019, we had a total of 188 registered children, 53 pupils in nursery, and 135 pupils in the primary section.
(Thereof 84 pupils in boarding section / 104 daily students)
• We have successfully completed the syllabus in all classes. The general academic performance of our school is progressively
improving because of the following factors: continuous assessment through the three sets of exams per term, provision of daily
homework, the teaching of preps and Saturday lessons in upper primary classes as well as weekly and topical lessons for P7 and
P6.
• 92% of pupils from all classes advanced to the next year. Remaining 8% of children were advised to repeat because the majority
of them joined the school only at the end of the last term of the 2019 school year and they didnʼt have much time to catch up with
our standard.
• We participated in National Athletics competitions in the first term where we ended up in a great second place in
ball games and some of our participants qualified up to the district level.
• As in the previous year, also in 2019 we went on a very successful study trip, for both nursery and primary children,
organized by a travel agency with a focus on various educational activities and explored new places.
• We currently provide transportation to daily students from over 19 neighboring villages.
• We have successfully registered candidates in P7 who have passed the final PLE exams for the second time. The
results of PLE have been comparable with the result from previous and we are extremely proud of our graduates!
Even though exams have been this year very difficult, which could be seen with results across the whole country,
most of them finished in divisions 1 and 2, with exception of one child finishing in division 3. This gave our school
still the best results in the district where we operate.
• We participated in National Athletics competitions in the first term where we ended up in a great second place in
ball games and some of our participants qualified up to the district level.
• The marketing activities of the school were done in term one and term three, where we carried out door to door
campaign and marching with the brass band. Both these activities had a very positive response from the parents in
the community. We are also planning to continue with door to door campaigns next year, therefore we expect to
have even more children registered next year.
• At the end of the year 2019, we have kicked off our new School Farm project which as well as our Gardening
project in Children's Home, not only serves for additional food provision for the school but serves for educational
purposes for children to learn basics of farming. We started with the planting of sweet potatoes, several types of
greens, maize, and nursery bed for cabbage, eggplant, and Sukuma. Even though our first harvest was affected
by heavy rainfall and monkeys, we still reaped some benefits and we will put even more focus on this project next
year.

CONSTRUCTION & OTHERS
• In 2019 there was a big focus on construction with the intention to not only improve our facilities but as
well to improve the security of children and our premises.
• At the end of 2018, we started with the second phase of building a brick wall around our premises –
we have completed construction in the second quarter of 2019. A brick wall was built alongside the
football and volleyball field to increase the security of our children.
• We have finished the construction of full-size football filed as well as a volleyball field with grass planted
on both filed surrounded by drainages alongside both fields to avoid flooding. Both fields are
surrounded by grandstands, ready to host coming competitions.
• As we already informed you last year - in December 2018 we produced 15,000 bricks to be used to
build a school building. And thanks to the immense commitment of Good Future and Hope Foundation,
we were able to fund EUR 53,000 needed and finish construction of 4 school building, which
accommodate additional 3 classrooms, 2 teachers' offices, and 2 storerooms.
• Even though the year 2019 was full of joy and achievements, it was not always easy and unfortunately,
we also faced major attacks and robberies. All of them accumulated in the last quarter of the year and
came one after the other. We thank God that our children and staff have been protected by 24/7
security presence that we have on the ground, however, some of the security guards took the price for
protecting our premises and have been physically attacked during these rebel attacks. Even though we
suffered loos of some of the possessions, we thank God we didn't suffer any loss of lives. After series
of attacks, we not only doubled the presence of private security guards, but we also got support from
the government and they granted us 3 more police officers to patrol around our premises during the
night.
• Our guard dog has got also extended training by professional security services.
• Fire extinguishers were installed for all buildings at school inclusive kitchen and dormitory as well as for
all buildings in Childrenʼs Home.
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GENERAL INFO
• We are very grateful that also in 2019 Good Future and Hope Deutschland eV, our branch
in Germany, tirelessly focus on different fundraising activities with different congregations
as well as private donors. German team invested their membership fee in order to produce
flyers and a banner. Hence, we are well prepared to present GFaH Deutschland e.V. at
public events. They organized different fundraising events or participated as guests on
some events like birthday parties, company anniversaries, or weddings to speak about
GFaH with fundraising purposes.
• The year 2019 was as well pivotal in our cooperation with the Children's Center in
Myanmar which we have been supporting since 2013. At the end of 2019, we decided to
end our Virtual Adoption program in Myanmar. This decision was influenced by several
factors. In Myanmar, we did not have permanent GFaH employees as we do in Uganda.
Firstly, because the organization in Myanmar is very small, but also because,
unfortunately, foreigners cannot just start working there so easily. Due to the fact that
children in Myanmar do not speak English, communication between children and sponsors
was very complicated, as it required translation and processing of letters. As we were
unable to communicate with the sponsors in the way we desired, we decided to end the
Virtual Adoption program in Myanmar. Every sponsor who supported a child in Myanmar
was informed of this fact. We are grateful not only for their understanding but in many
cases also for their willingness to continue to support the activities of our foundation. Of
course, we still stay in close contact with Rune and Grace. Several other organizations
have gradually started to support them, so they will be provided with everything
necessary for their further functioning and, if necessary, we will also support them on an
ad-hoc basis.
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PLANS AND BUDGETS
FOR 2020

THANK YOU

UGANDA

We thank all our donors, virtual adoption sponsors, construction sponsors,
volunteers, supporting organizations, mentors, friends who enable the Good Future
and Hope to help orphans and children in need to have a good future and hope.

• Expanding Junior School facilities - fully equipped kitchen and dining hall [budget needed:
77.000 EUR]

We thank our local implementation partners for their sacrificial hearts and
perseverance in the fight to save the most vulnerable. We thank all our children in
Uganda and Myanmar for the love and joy they spread around them.

• Expanding Junior School facilities - second dormitory for boarding students [budget
needed: 65.000 EUR]
• Thirds phase construction of a wall around premises [budget needed: 65.000 EUR]
• Operational and Living cost for supported children [budget needed: 88.000 EUR]
• Operational cost of Junior School [budget needed: 35.000 EUR]
• Farming project [budget needed: 14.000 EUR]

MICHAELA CANNON
The General Secretary
In Bratislava, 31.5.2020

OPERATION
• Admin cost of foundation [budget needed:12.000 EUR]
• Salaries & Taxes [budget needed: 8.600 EUR]
• Travel expenses [budget needed:1.000 EUR]
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW OF THE YEAR 2019
14%

€198,873

€202,417

86%

Social support
Without purpose

Social support - recieved from GFaH Deutschland eV

Social support

Use of funds raised
SOCIAL SUPPORT
Uganda
Virtual Adoption

43,293

Virtual Adoption (from GFaH Deutschland eV)

8,940

Construction

6,267

Construction (from GFaH Deutschland eV)
Farming
Other investments
School van

Administration of the foundation

Without purpose - recieved from GFaH Deutschland eV
Exchange rate gain / loss, 2% SVK tax contribution

165,790

Myanmar

7,896
TOTAL:

46,020
300
3,150
13,360

Use of funds raised
ADMINISTRATION

173,686

Travel cost

5,821

Salaries & Taxes

13,468

Salaries & Taxes (2% of SVK income tax)

1,288

Bank and admin fees

1,738

Accounting and audit

4,959

Others (MS Office,Web a small expenses)

1,456

TOTAL:

28,731

NOTE:
No remuneration was paid for the performance of the function of the trustee or other body
of the foundation. So far, the foundation has not created any endowment funds.
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5%

€173,686

95%
UGANDA
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MYANMAR

Living cost
Education

39,572
26,168

Operation cost

28,330

Primary school

48,506

School van
Farming
Tax advisory and audit of local NGO
Work permit
Other investments

13,360
245
4,924
570
3,202

Living cost
Rent

5,967
1,810
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